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FOREWORD 
The International Institute for Applied Systems P.nalysis is preparing a 
Handbook of Systems Analysis, which will appear in three volumes: 
Volume 1: Overview is aimed at a widely varied audience of producers and 
users of systems analysis 
Volume 2: Methods is aimed at systems analysts who need basic knowledge of 
methods i n  which they are not expert; the volume contains introductory over- 
views of such methods 
Volume 3: Cases contains descriptions of actual systems analyses that illustrate 
the methods and diversity of systems analysis 
Volume I wi!! have ten chapters: 
I. The c~ntext ,  natilre, and use of vsiems analysis 
2. Applied syste~r~s aiaiysis: a ge~ieiii approach 
3. Examples of systems analysis 
4 The method of appl~ed systems anaiysls: flndlng a solut~on 
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6. Generating alternatives for systems analysis 
7. Estimating and predicting consequences 
8. G u i d u ~ c e  for decision 
9. Implementation 
10. Principles of good practice 
T o  these ten chapters will be added a glossary of systems analysis terms and a bibliogra- 
phy of basic books in the field. 
Drafts of this material are being widely circulated for comments md sugges- 
tions for improvement. In addition to responding to such interventions, the task of de- 
tailed coordination of the chapters-prepared separately by several authors-has yet to be 
carried ou t  Correspondence about this material should be addressed to the undersigned. 
This  Working Paper is the current draft of Chapter 1, which has been re- 
vised several times However, the current version, on which some fairly extensive 
suggestions have been received, has not been revised since mid-19'19. T h e  next revision 
will take place soon. 
A word about the format of this Working Paper. In order to make the text 
of each chapter easily amended, it has been entered into the IIASA computer, from 
which the current version can be reproduced in a few minute's t h e  whenever needed. 
This  Working Paper was produced from the version current on the date shown on each 
Page 
Hugh J. Miser 
Survey Project 
April 26, 1980 
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THE CONTEXT, NATURE, AND USE OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
Edward S. Quade, and Hugh J. Miser 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many of the functions of society involve structures that can be thought of as 
systems combining people and the natural environment with various artifacts of man and 
his technology. Such sociotechnical systems abound in modern society: the highway traff- 
ic system% combining drivers and passengers, pedestrians, highways, vehicles, the cus- 
toms and rules of the road, the weather, and the surrounding environment; the energy 
system of a country, combining sources of energy, the means for converting these sources 
to usable forms, the distribution devices and procedures, the using community and the 
ways it employs energy, and the surrounding natural and economic environment that d- 
fects energy use and that is, in turn, ;iffected by the energy system; urban setclernents, 
canbining people and their dwellings in a natural environment, their enterprises. their 
social services, their means of transportation and entertainment, their economic means for 
exchanging their own labor for products, the laws and customs that govern the system's 
behavior, and the organizational structures that make the whole work; business enter- 
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prises, bringing together capital, labor, management, and specialized knowledge to 
create products desired by the society in which the enterprise is embedded; and large 
governmental structures, with their purposes, constituencies, services, funding needs, and 
relations to the public. 
Many elements of such systems exhibit forms of regular behavior, and scien- 
tific scrutiny has yielded much knowledge about these regularities. Thus, many prob- 
lems that arise in sociotechnical systems can be addressed by focusing such knowledge in 
appropriate ways by means of the logical, quantitative, and structural tools of modern 
science and technology. T h e  craft that does this is called systems analysis in this hand- 
book: it brings to bear on sociotechnical problems the knowledge and methods of modern 
science and technology, in combination with concepts of social goals and equities, elements 
of judgment and taste, and appropriate consideration of the larger contexts and uncer- 
tainties that inevitably attend such problems 
The  central purpose of systems analysis is to help public and private policy 
makers to solve the problems and resolve the policy issues that they face. It  does this by 
improving the basis for their judgment by generating information and marshalling evi- 
dence bearing on their problems, and, in particular, on possible actions that may be sug- 
gested to alleviate them. Thus, commonly, a systems analysis focuses on a problem aris- 
ing from the operations of a mciotechnical system, considers various responses to this 
problem, and supplies evidence about the costs, benefits, and other consequences of these 
responses. 
The  purpose of this chapter is to provide an introductory description of sys- 
terns analysis. T o  this end, it contains discussions of the kinds or" issues iind problems 
that systems analysis addresses, the kinds of complexities anci difficulties that arise, the 
central characteristics of a systems analysis, the role that science and technoiogy play in 
systems analysis, what it does, where it finds application, the value that it has for society 
and those responsible for solving its problems, and the art of carrying through a systems 
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analysis. The  later chapters of this handbook extend the discussions of these points. 
2. T H E  C O N T E X T  
Systems analysis can be applied to a wide range of highly diverse problems, 
and the patterns of analysis exhibit a corresponding diversity, depending on the context, 
the nature of the problem, the possible courses of action, the information needed, the ac- 
companying constraints and uncertainties, and the persons who may use its result. 
T o  illustrate this diversity, this section describes several problems to which 
systems analysis has been applied: the control of a forest pest in Canada, the long-range 
world energy prospects, housing for low-income families in the United States, and 
f ld-control  measures in an area of the Netherlands. 
T h e  study of the forest-pest control problem, which illustrates a common type 
of applied systems analysis, was led by C.S. Holling of the University of British Colum- 
bia, and much of the work was done at IIASA. 
T h e  boreal forests of North America are devastated periodically by a defoli- 
ating insect called the spruce budworm. An outbreak can kill a large proportion of the 
mature softwood forest, with major consequences to employment and the economy of the 
region. Extensive spraying has succeeded in reducing tree mortality, but at the expense 
of maintaining incipient outbreak conditions over a considerably more extensive area. 
T h e  problem, as orginally conceived, was to investigate 2nd design alterna- 
tive policies, to be inp lemen t  by the gavernment, logging enterprises, ar,d !md~wners, 
and to eiraluate their effectivenesses in controllhg the spruce budworm. Tlie study 00- 
jective was to determine which policies should be adopted in order to achieve the most 
desirable consequences. 
These policies, which involve decisions about tree planting, cutting, and 
spraying, are difficult to formulate, because any change in ,n.~ch policies yields a new pat- 
tern of budworm infestation and tree growth and a chmged harvest, affecting economic 
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costs and benefits for individuals, business, and government; there are also social and 
recreational impacts on people 1e.s directly concerned. 
Without systems analysis, or its equivalent under some 0th2i. name, the deci- 
sion nialrers would have had to rely upon their intuitiuns theit previuus 
experiences-perhaps supplemented by opinions from specialized experts-to design poli- 
cies and to select the most promising for unplementation. But intuition, experience, and 
specialist opinion are severely limited when systems have complex interactions spaced 
widely in distance and in time, as the budworm-forest system does 
Systems analysis is able to provide help in the budworm case because biolo- 
gists, foresters, and ecologists have learned enough about the spruce forest and the 
budworm to be able, under most conditions, to predict their responses to changes in the 
environment. Holling and his colleagues have used this knowledge to construct an inter- 
related set of models that enable computer calculations to simulate with acceptable accu- 
racy the behavior of the forest and the budworm under a broad range of changing con- 
ditions These models make it possible to try out, by means of computer simulation, 
many policies that could be proposed. While the models cannot guarantee that their 
predictions will be the results that would occur were the policy to be implemented in the 
real forest, checking the model with historical data has given its users high confidence in  
its predictions. With the information prnvidec! by this analysis, the dwisior! makers are 
in a better position to select from the options they fxce the one that best serves their 
needs. 
This  analysis g a s  even fbrther, however. Most decision makers k n ~ w  ai 
least toughly the consequences they would like to achieve, but have nu way iyo teli which 
one of a large number of policies they should pursue to achieve them, particularly as 
many policies may differ merely in the amount of effort put on various aspects. By using 
appropriate mathematical techniques, models of this type can be u ~ d  to indicate pre- 
ferred policies, given rules for indicating how to judge policies as preferred. 
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This  pest-control work is described ir, more detail ir, Chapter 3, m d  Sasker- 
ville, Clark, Holling, Jones, and Miller 121 have given an extended accudnt ----. of it. 
Recently, uwlng to the andugies that this work oEers with uther pest-curiir~oi 
and environmental problems, Holling and his colleagues have broadened their interests 
to include environmental management in general. However, because of the uncertainties 
and knowledge gaps that have attended this broadened inquiry, their emphasis has 
moved away from set and well described policies toward more flexible "adaptive poli- 
cies," as described in a volume edited by Holling 1121. 
T h e  goal of systems analysis is to be as comprehensively relevant as feasible, 
and to produce findings that are as completely specified as the practical need dictates. 
However, such precision is possible only when the analysts have scientific knowledge that 
is sufficiently comprehensive to make a complete and strong foundation for the analysis 
and its results. Regrettably, all too often the knowledge is partial or sketchy, or even 
nonexistent, especially in cases where the system of concern depends on the actions of in- 
dividuals or social groups whose behavior is not yet well understood by science. In such 
cases, a model encompassing the full problem cannot be constructed, but, nevertheless, 
systems a.nalysis can make important contributions to knowledge and policy. One a.p- 
proach tn the pr~lblems of a sociotechnical system whme cnmplexities are not fl-llly under- 
stood is shown by the next example. 
Wolf Haefele and a group of colleagues at I IASA have undertake:, an ir,- 
quiry into the long-range energy straiegiss that the world should pursue. Rather than 
attenipc tu design a global energy poiicy, their lrlore rnodest aim is tu pruvide information 
to the world's nations on energy, so that through their actions, alone or in concert. an 
equitable and far-sighted policy will evolve. Here, in place of the relatively simple 
pest-forest system of the previous example, are confrnnted with complex interactinns 
among the technologies, economies, environments, resources, people, social attitudes, and 
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ambitions of many nations. Instead of a relatively homogeneous region, we have the 
full globe. And in place of relatively few decision makers, we have a very large number 
of independent policy makers in private industry and national gclvernmenis, and in inter- 
national enterprises and organizations. 
T h e  role of systems analysis in this setting is not to determine a single best 
policy for a single decision maker, but to provide a broad perspective for autonomous 
decision makers to use in making their choices. T h e  analytic approach is to identify and 
improve our understanding of the important interactions among energy-system com- 
ponents, among the policies of nations and industries, and among energy choices over 
time for the next fifty years or more. Many models are involved and the work demands 
much data collection and many analyses 
Rather than a single comprehensive computational model-impossible because 
of the lack of knowledge and the sheer size and complexity of the world energy 
system-Haefele and his team constructed an overlapping, interlinked series of invest@- 
tions of such subquestions as: 
o What will the evolving pattern of demand for energy be? 
o What resources will be available to satisfy the demand? 
o Wha.t technological options will be feasible? 
o What cnnstralnt wil! limit selections among the options? 
Instead of a qumtitative evduation of alternaive policies, the analysis team 
identified a spectrum of strateg,es respo~sive to different possible natiocal, internationa!, 
and industrial gods. As in many arralyses, the analysts s ~ u g h t  a synthesis-the inventi~n 
and design of new idterndives, courses of a~iioti that will satisfy specified den-lands arld 
constraints and achieve given goals as nearly as possible. T h e  hope is that, armed with 
this know led^, and the new alternatives emerging from the work, many decision makers 
will choose improved pnlicies, not frnm their short-term parochial standpoints, hut also 
from a broad systemic viewpoint. 
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Chapter 3 gives a fuller account of this study of the future of the world's en- 
ergy system, and Haefeie [91 gives a full treatment of its fiidiiigs. 
Still other approaches may be necessary in certairi prubiems. Fur instance, a 
policy maker may feel a need to intervene in a social situation but must avoid introduc- 
ing extraordinary disruption or creating a costly program that, if it fails to achieve its 
purpose, may become politically impossible to discontinue. For such a situati~n, a social 
experiment may be the technique to apply since, of all methods, controlled experiments 
allow the strongest inferences about causality. 
Consider the systems analysis based on a carefully planned experiment now 
(1980) being carried out under contract for the United States Department of Housing 
and Urban Development (HUD). Its purposes are to evaluate the idea of providing 
housing assistance to low-income families by means of direct cash payments and to 
predict market and community responses to a full-scale housing assistance program of 
this type. 
For more than 40 years, United States policy makers have sought to find 
ways of providing housing assistance to low-income families that would be cost-effective, 
efficient, and equitable. Rental housing built a.nd operaled by local a.uthorities, priva.tely 
owned housing leased by public authorities, mortgw-interest subsidies to private land- 
lords on behalf of their tenants, interest subsidies to low-income home purchzsers, and 
other schemes have been suggested, argued about, analyzed, a d ,  in =me cxes, even 
tried out, with results that have not warranted their large-scale doption. In the early 
1970s the idea of direct cash payments becari~e prominent. It iuoked g o d  or1 paper, b ~ i  
there was considerable opposition, based on disparate predictions as to how it would af- 
fect the housing market and the communities in which it would operate. Many feared an 
escalation of rents, sspc~~lation i  real estate, rapid turnover of neighhnrhonds, and hostil- 
ity from those who would not be allowed to benefit from the program. Some foresaw 
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that it would lead to deteriorating neighborhoods, some were afraid it would h3sten ra- 
cial integration, others that it wou!d reinforce segregati~n. Consequently, the ana?.;ds 
proposed an experiment to gather the key informaion for their system analysis. 
An analysis contractor designed a controlled mriai experiment a i d  lailiiihed 
it in two metropolitan areas in the midwesrern United States The  areas were chosen for 
contrasts in housing-market characteristics such as vacancy rates and residential segre- 
gation. Nearly 15,000 households were enrolled by the third year of the program. 
Data from the experiment, plus market data collected as part of the analysis, 
provide a basis for measuring how the attempts of program participants to improve their 
housing affect rents, housing prices, and housing quality in the experimental sites; how lo- 
cal businesses and institutions respond to t he program's addition to low-income demand; 
how participants move and how their neighborhoods are affected; and how community 
and nonparticipant attitudes are changed. Since the experiment is not yet completed, it is 
too early for many conclusions. However, the predictions of extreme changes turned out 
to be wrong. A t  neither site has there been a significant disturbance of the housing 
market or of neighborhood settlement problems, and at both sites the program is gen- 
erally approved by public officials, civic leaders, landlords, real-estate brokers, mortgage 
lenders, and most citizens who know of it. 
Chapter 9 describes this experiment and the analysis nf which it is a part in 
more detzil, and Lowry [I51 sumrnU.zes its key features and ezr!y resu!ts. 
A systems analysis cf a flood-contrcl problem i: the Nether!a?ds illustrates 
a n ~ t h e r  type of application. In 1953, a severe N ~ i h  Sea storm flooded much of the Del- 
ta region of the Netherlarrds, killhig severhi thousaid people. Determined not to aliuw 
this to happen again, the government started a program to increase the protection from 
flooding by constructing a new system of dams and dikes By the mid-1970's, this sys- 
tem was complete except for protecting the largest estluary, the Oosterschelde. Three al- 
ternatives for this task were under consideration: building an impermeable dam to close 
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off the estuary from the sea, building a flow-through dam with gates that could be 
closed during a storm, and building large new dikes around the estuary. 
In 1975 the Netherlands Rijkswaterstaat (the government agency responsible 
for water control arid public works) and the Raitid Corporatio~i of S u ~ t a  Morilca, Califor- 
nia, began a joint systems-analysis project with a view to helping decide what should be 
done. It set out to determine the major consequences that would follow from implement- 
ing each of the three alternatives for protecting the estuary. These consequences, called 
impacts, were grouped into categories such as financial costs, ~ c u r i t y  from flooding, ef- 
fects on jobs and profits in the fiihing industry, changes in recreational opportunities, 
savings to carriers and customers of the inland shipping industry, changes in production, 
jobs, and imports for the 35 industrial sectors of the national economy, changes in the 
species and their populations that comprise the ecology of the region, and, finally, as social 
impacts, the displacement of households and activities and the disproportionate effects on 
the regional economies. A major uncertainty was the severity and frequency of the 
super-storms that make the provisions for protection necessary. Not surprisingly, no one 
of the three alternatives turned out to be uniformly better or worse than the others when 
the full range of impacts was considered. 
By intention, the study did not conclude by recommending a particular alter- 
native. Rather, it clarified the issues by comparing, in a common framework, the marly 
different impacts of the alternatives, but left the choice among the alternatives to the 
political proces, where the responsibility properly resides. There was no dominant alter- 
native; rather, each was found to have a m a j ~ r  disadvantage that might be considered 
serious enough to rerider the alternative poiiticaily unacceptable: T h e  storil-I-surge bar- 
rier alternative (that is, the flow-through dam) was by far the most costly, the imperme- 
able dam was the worst for the ecology, and the open case with new dikes around the es- 
tuary lacked sec1.1rity. 
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T h e  Rijkswaterstaat supplemented this work with several special studies cf 
its own and submitted its report to the Cabinet, which recommended the moi-e costly 
storn-I-surge barrier plan. 
Chapter 3 offers a more extended discussion of this work, and B.F. Goeller 
et al. [a] provide a comprehensive discussion of its findings. 
3. T H E  N A T U R E  O F  T H E  P R O B L E M S  
These examples all deal with sociotechnical systems: T h e  forest-pest-control 
analysis dealt with a system consisting of the forest, the insect pest, the lumbering indus- 
try, and the economy and society of the region, all embedded in the area's environment; 
the world's energy system consists of the sources of energy, the means of transforming 
them into practically usable forms, the ways of transporting the energy to the points of 
use, the economies of the world's nations, the population of energy users, and the opera- 
tions that energy fuels, all embedded in the natural environment that affects energy use, 
and that is, in turn, affected by the way the energy is used; the housing-assistance exper- 
iments operate in urban areas-and hence are embedded in their operations and 
economies-a.nd include the housing units, the families occupying them, the owners of the 
units, and the communiti~s in which they are located; the Netherlands flmd-cnntrnl sys- 
tem includes not only the sea, the land, w.d the engineering works aimed 2 controlling 
floods, but also the population of the region ar,d its operations, the ecology cf thc are& 
and the Netherlands economy. dl embedded in the social and natural environment of the 
region. 
All of the cases exhibit phenomena widely distributed in both space and time: 
the pest-control study considered an area 4.5 million hectares and, because the intervals 
between outbreaks of the fnrest pest range from 30 to 45 years, a time period of from 80 
to 160 years; the energy study considered the entire world's production and co~sslmption 
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of energy between 15 and 50 years into the future. 
In each of the cases many variables had to be ccxsidered-so m t ~ y ,  Lideed, 
that it is neither feasible nor desirdle to attempt to set forth even Zi abridged list here. 
However, Chapter 3, where thew examples are discussed more Filiiy, gives a-I idea of 
the principal issues and variables considered in each case. 
From these cases, one can zlso irnagi~e how, as  one considers what may ap- 
pear to be a simple problem, the aspects that need to be considered proliferate. For ex- 
ample, the spruce budworm is a damaging forest pesr, and the "obvious" thing to do to 
reduce the damage it causes is to attack it. However, a spraying program against the 
pest, although successful in reducing its damage to the forest in the sprayed areas, was 
found to have a number of unhappy effects: the area of incipient outbreak widened signi- 
ficantly and the spray produced undesirable environmental effects, including threats to 
human health. Thus, it became necessary to consider the budworm cycle in its forest ha- 
bitat in some detail, which involved the analysts in the forest's natural cycle. Then, since 
an important reason to preserve the forest is to enable the lumber industry to remain 
healthy and productive, one must consider it, and hence the economy of the region to 
which it is an important contributor, particularly since the cost of any forest-management 
program must be levied against the resources of the region through taxes or otherwise. 
And so on. 
The  complexities of each of these problems, and the Izrge numbers cf pecp!e 
concerned with how they are s=!.:ed, make it c!ear that mar,y decision makers are ir,- 
vdved,  many people's interests are affected, and many c~nstituencies may have compet- 
ing objectives (for exui~pir ,  envirirrinientaiists may want to preserve the beauty a i~d  in- 
tegrity of the forests. while lumbermen want to have its timber available for cutting). 
.And all of the problems are attended by many uncertainties: weather patterns 
affect the sea's threat tn the coastline regions nf the Netherlands, as well a.s the spruce 
budworm cycle; unforeseen political mb technical developments will almost certgnly im- 
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pact the world's energy situation in the future. Indeed, uncertainties are quite cfter! 
present, and frequently irremovable, particularly when they arise from the natural en- 
vironment or the goals of individuals, social groups, and countries. 
Against this tackgruurid of cuii~pli.;ations, the anaiysi ~e 'nir ig a sdccessfui ap- 
plication of systems analysis may have to overcome one or more of these difficulties 
o Inadg~ ia t e  knowledge and data 
Sometimes, even though the problem may be of long standing, data may be 
lacking or incorrect, cause-and-effect relationships may be obscure, and r.0 relevant 
literature or even theory from which to start may exist. Those with responsibilities for 
resolving the problem may have no mental model of processes involved and thus lack an 
intuitive feeling as to the outcome. Well-known "facts" may be wrong. A s  Holling ob- 
serves [12, page 971: "The (budworm) model predicted that the forest would decline in- 
dependently of insect damage, while it was 'common knowledge' that volume was high 
and would remain so if insects were controlled. We spent 2 months checking the model 
for errors when we should have been spending 2 days looking at the available raw data 
on forest volume. When we belatedly took this obvious step, the model was vindicated." 
o Many disciplines involved 
Most sociotechnical-system problems require scientific a.nd technical 
knowledge from many different specialties. A multidisciplinary team is needed, a sitt~a- 
tion fraught with difficulties, for true interdisciplinary work is often h u d  to ca-ry cut. 
For example, the forest-pest analysis and the ensuing work of applying its finding: re- 
quired inputs from biology, zoology, fcresiry, mathematics,  pera at ions resea-ch, ecology, 
business, ecoriornics, ar~d public dmirristration, anlong others-and professiur-~ais i i~  di 
these fields participated in the work. 
o Inadequate existing approaches 
When this is the rase new methods may have to b~ invented, developed, and 
tested. Existing approaches have frequently been developed within a single discipli~e by 
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borrowing ideas from other disciplines without trzly integratiflg them. A triz!-and- 
error apprcach may be avai!ab!e theoreticdly, but, as a practical matte;, it may be 
prohibitively costly cjr tcjo risky. 
o Ur~ciear gods arid objectives 
T o  help decision and policy makers it is crucial to know what they want. 
Whiie they usually have an idea of what is desirable, their statements of goais are often 
too vague to serve as useful guides to systems analysis, or as criteria to guide one's judg- 
ments of how well actions and programs serve the goals. Indeed, a politician may find 
an advantage in keeping his true goals concealed, or so general that they have no opera- 
tional significance. However, in general, goals are a subject people find difficult to think 
about and make explicit. Thus, one of the early tasks of a systems analysis is often to 
evolve with those concerned reasonably explicit statements of goals-even though the 
light shed on them as the systems analysis proceeds may suggest their revision, particu- 
larly since one frequently cannot decide what he wants to do until he has some idea of 
what can be done and what it will cost. 
o Pluralistic responsibilities 
It almost always happens that, for a problem sufficiently complicated to call 
for a systems-analysis approach, there are many persons and organizational units with 
relevant responsibilities and authorities. All four of the examples illustrate this point. 
o Resistance to change in social systems 
Resistance tc char,ge is a property of social systems m common as to hardly 
call for comment. However, it is wolaih noting that many forms of institutional structure 
and government are deliberately designed SO as to be resistant to change, so that they 
will survive even fairly strong perturbations intact. Thus, this fact is an important one 
for the systems analyst to consider, and his results-usually urging chanzes In response to 
the problpms that prompted the ana.lysis in the f i s t  place-m~ust take careful accn1.Int nf 
this resistance if they are to find acceptance and usefulness. 
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o Complexity 
T h e  examples we have so far considered all illusti-a~e the c~mplexity of z- 
ciotechnical systems. Indeed, it is this co~r~piexity that calls for systems ariaiysis to come 
into play. Thus, one can say that complexity is a characteristic property of the 
sociotechnical-system problems for which systems analysis is an appropriate approach- 
and, therefore, the analysis will itself be complex. 
This  listing of difficult properties of sociotechnical systems is not intended to 
discourage; rather, it is meant to underscore the importance of having an approach to the 
problems of such systems that has proven usefulness. T h e  history of systems analysis 
offers many cases where this approach has helped decision and policy makers with their 
problems-and, unfortunately, some cases where the hoped-for benefits have not accrued. 
It is the purpose of this handbook to capture the lessons of this history, and thus offer its 
readers information about ways to approach such problems successfully, techniques that 
can help solve them, procedures for seeing the solutions into practice, and pitfalls that 
should be avoided in the work. Indeed, it is the difficulties that this section has sketched 
that have undoubtedly made the development of systems analysis come so late in the 
world's intellectual history-and that provide the rationale and potential usefulness of this 
handbook. 
4. T H E  CHARACTERISTICS OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
Systems anzlysis is the multidisciplinary problem-solving activity that 
analysts have evolved to deal with the problems of sociotechniral systems. It did not 
emerge quickly in response to an appreciation of the importance of such problems; rather, 
as Chapter 2 shows, it grew on the foundations bulit by many specialties that dealt with 
simpler and less taxing aspects of such systems. 
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It is neither possible nor desirable to define systems analysis in concise and 
comprehensive terns. Since systems analysis deals with diverse problems and diffei-efit 
systen-IS, it assumes mariy forl-i~s adapted to the problems, the systeii~s, and their adrniriis- 
trative contexts. T o  achieve its full growth and usefulness it must continue this process 
of adaptation and extension, which should not be inhibited by too narrow a conception of 
what it is or how it fits into the social process of problem solving. 
O n  the other hand, it is useful to describe common features that characterize 
systems analysis: 
o Context-the operations and problems of sociotechnical systems. 
o Method-a synthesis of understanding, invention, analysis, design, intuition, 
and judgment. 
o Tools-those of logic, statistics, mathematics, technology, and the sciences, 
employed by multidisciplinary teams. 
o Aim-to lead to an ameliorative response to problems through programs, 
decisions, actions, and their evaluation. 
o Clients-those with responsibilities for and interests in these ameliorative 
responses. 
Regardless of what we cal! the activity, a complete systems analysis should do 
these five things, zmcng others 
o Examine critical!)' the purposes of the policy or decisizn being considered. 
G Expifire alterilatiire ways of achieving t h e 2  purposes. including the design 
and invention uf  new pusibilities. 
o Estimate the impacts of the various possible actions, taking into considera- 
tion the uncertain future. 
o Compare the alternatives nn the hasis of applying various criteria to rheir 
consequences. 
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o Present the results to the decision makers in a framework suitable for 
choice. 
T o  d o  these things reqilites XI ouverali, rather that-I a piecemeal, look at UI is- 
sue, frequently takes a mulddisciplinar y team, and usually-but not always-cails for a 
quantitative approach. T h e  effort to decide on a location for a third London Airport, a 
large study, considered a great many aspects of its problems, cost one million pounds, 
lasted more than two years, and employed an elaborate computer model; however, its 
recommendation was rejected for a variety of reasons, but partly because it was not ade- 
quately comprehensive: important environmental considerations were not taken into ac- 
count. Other  studies may involve no more mathematics than bookkeeping. The  range is 
I 
such that systems analysis has been described as both quantified common sense and the 
application of scientific methods to problems of choice. I t  is some of both. 
While it is possible to conceive of a problem of a large-scale sociotechnical 
system that lies in the hands of a single decision or policy maker, the case where there 
are pluralistic responsibities and interests is so much more usual as to be virtually 
characteristic. Thus, the findings of a systems analysis must, a fortiori, be aimed at-and 
be communica.ted to-this varied corn munity of persons. This  fact provides systems 
analysis with another important role: unifying the knowledge base, lcgical framewnrk, 
and overall perceptions of this community. 
Indeed, there is a case to be made that, in many situations, a systems analysis 
is part of a social process of p r~ble in  solving in which many people take palt. In this 
conception, ihe analyst affects the social arid wper,atiotial envirwnment of which he is a 
part. which in turn affects the problems that he is asked to work on, and how he goes 
about his analysis. T h e  argument for this point of view has been developed by a number 
of advanced thinkers in the field as being an important aspect of the futlure of systems 
analysis; Steen Hildebrandt 11 11 provides an excellent introduction to the point of view 
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and the literature that supports it. 
5. SCIENCE AND SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
Science ail3 its knuwiedge a e  the cut.nerstone of systeims analysis, but systeii~s 
analysis itself is not science. The  purpose of this section, therefore, is ro clarify the reia- 
tions between science and systems analysis, and to show how systems analysis depends on 
science for its strength. 
The  context of science is the phenomena of nature in the universe and the 
world. This  context includes not only the phenomena described in the classic sciences 
with which we are familiar (astronomy, physics, chemistry, psychology, biology, zoology, 
and so on), but also the less well understood phenomena of social and sociotechnical sys- 
tems 
John G .  Kemeny, in A Philosopher Looks at Science [141, describes the 
method of science in this way: 
As Eiiinein has repeatedly emphasized, Science must 
start with facts and end with facts, no matter what theoretical 
structures it builds in between. First of all the scientist is an ob- 
server. Next he tries to describe in complete generality what he 
saw, and what he expects to see in the future. Next he makes 
predictions on the basis of his theories, which he checks against 
facts again. 
T h e  most characteristic feature of the method is its cy- 
clic nature. It  starts with facts, ends in facts, and the facts ending 
one cycle are the beginning of the next cycle. A scientist holds his 
theories tentatively, always prepared to abandon them if the facts 
do not bear out the predictions. If a series of observations 
designed to verify certain predictions. force us to abandon our 
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theory, then we !ook for 3. new or improved theory. Thus, these 
facts form the fsurth stage for the old thecry u well as the first 
stage of the new theory. Since we expect that Science consists of 
an endless chain of progtess, we rnay expect this cyclic process to 
continue indefinitely. 
As a matter of practice, the systems analyst (and many of the scientists who 
contribute knowledge to his work) spezk of their theories as "models"-but the terms zre 
synonymous 
We then define science as tlie body of knowledge ((or collection of modeis) as- 
sembled by the method of science. The  individual sciences are distinguished by [he por- 
tions of the world they are seeking explanations for, rather than their techniques, tools, cr 
methodological approaches, although these may have somewhat characteristic assnciatinns 
with particular sciences. 
Workers setting out to apply the knowledge gained by science may find the 
way to use the knowledge is simple and direct; however, it is more usual far them to 
have to invent some sort of practical instrumentality to exploit their knowledge. In fact, 
for all but quite simple problems, they have to bring together much such knowledge and 
many inventions by designing a synthesis of a variety of items of knowledge and adapt- 
ing the individual inventions to the new synthesis; almost any of today's high-technology 
artifacts (such as airliners) illustrate this point. 
These invention and design activities aimed at applying the knowledge of the 
physical sciences are what are usually meant by the term engineering. Over  recent de- 
cades there has been a tendency for the various classic branches of engineering to remain 
closely tied to the sciences on which they depend for the knowledge they use. It  is also 
important to note that many engineering artifacts are involved in the sociotechnical sys- 
tems that systems analysis is concerned with. 
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However, there are newer scientific activities that are investigating phenome- 
na exhibited by soclotechnical systems that have not been incorporated in older sciences; 
the operatio1.1~-reseatch explorations of n-~a-~-n-iachirie operating sysiems are notable ex- 
amples. 
Analysts looking over the scientif~c knowledge available during the last quar- 
ter century and the efforts to use this knowledge to design solutions to large-scale 
sociotechnical-system problems saw the need for the classic and newer fields of science 
and technology to work together to solve these larger problems; this impetus led to sys- 
tems analysis. 
Against the background of this discussion, systems analysis can now be 
described as the invention and design-or engineering-art of applying scientific 
knowledge to the problems of sociotechnical systems by: 
o Expanding the scientific understanding of their behavior. 
o Inventing programs, policies, or courses of action and designing consortia of 
such means. 
o Analyzing the consequences of implementing such means. 
o Choosing preferred courses of action or policy in the light of goals a.nd ob- 
jectives, and other criteria relevant to such a choke. 
o Seeing the chosen courses of actior. into reality. 
o Evalua t i~g  the effects of these courses of act i~n.  
o Revising the coilrses of zction when evaluztion 1-edts make this Coiirje 
desirable. 
Thus, while systems analysis contains many scientific components, it is not it- 
self a science; rather, it is the new form of engineering being applied to the problems of 
large-scale mciotechnical systems. However, it uses the methcds of sci~nce in so far as 
possible and strives to uphold the same traditions. That  is, good practice holds that: 
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o Results are obtained by processes that can be duplicated to obtain the same 
results 
o Cdculations, assunrptions, data, a i d  judgnients are reported explicitly and 
thus are subject to checking, criticism, and disagreement 
o Conclusions are not influenced by personalities, reputzions, or vested in- 
terests. 
Certain sciences-economics, sociology, and physics, to name a few-are partic- 
ularly relevant to the problems that systems analysis addresses. Other  disciplines-logic, 
mathematics, engineering, and computer science, for instance-provide the tools. Among 
the latter, operations (or operational) research is particularly significant, because it is the 
discipline from which modern systems analysis emerged and because it shares a set of 
tools with systems analysis. 
Systems analysis, as a name, may be relatively new, but it is not a new concept 
or activity. History records a number of past analytic efforts that, if carried out today, 
we would call systems analysis. The  genesis of systems analysis in the IIASA sense (at 
least in the United States, where it became widespread in the defense and aerospace in- 
dustries in the fifties and then throughout the federa.1 government in the sixties) took 
place in the late 1940's. The  term was coined to distinguish resexch then being done for 
the US. Air Force on future weapon systems from operations research. The  work was 
not operations research (as operations rcsexch was then understocd) for both the objec- 
tives of the systems and the resource requirements had to be determined and the en- 
vironment it-I which they would operate predicted. These inquiries were cailed "systei-rrs 
analyses' because they were concerned with decisions about well-defined systems. That  
an analysis dealt with a "system," however, was neither important to the structure of the 
analysis nor to the way what was being done differed from operations rezarch.  Part of 
the difference lay in the need to introduce long-term economic factors and to consider in- 
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teractions between means and objectives, activities t h z  were not then considered within 
the scope of operations research. Today, however, operations resexch has broadened to 
take into account these considerations and, along with systems malysis, to treat considera- 
tiot-IS of equity ai-id other political and ~ c i d  coticetiis. 
In fact, as systems analysis is characterized in this handbook, operations 
research, broadly def~ned as it is today, is essentiaily identical with systems anaiysu. 
Cost-benefit analysis, systems engineering, and prescriptive modeling are also forms that 
systems analysis can take, but, as ordinarily practiced, they are more limited in scope. 
All of these activities follow the same general approach to problem solving and, like sys- 
tems analysis, make use of many of the same disciplines, particularly economics, statistics, 
and probability theory; they draw upon the same stockpile of tools-linear programming, 
queueing theory, and the computer, to name a few-and, when the need arises, they em- 
ploy procedures such as predictive modeling, sensitivity testing, optimization, and decision 
analysis Hence where we speak of systems analysis in the following chapters, others 
might use a different name for the same activity. In the United States, this name would 
be policy analysis; in the United Kingdom, operational research. 
However, this handbook focuses its attention on problems of systems of larger 
scale, and thus does not attempt to cover the smaller-scale problems often treated under 
these other tit!es. 
6. RELATED F O R M S  O F  PiNALYSXS 
One way to help inakc clear what systems analysis mear?s iii this ~ i - ~ s e  (aiid 
thus in the set-rse iir which it deveioped and UI ihe set-rse iti which it is now must fr;equeiri- 
ly used at ILASA) is to tell what it is N O T .  For one thing, it has nothing to do with 
classifying systems or with discovering properties common to categories of systems; these 
are things one might invpstlgate in general systems thmry nr in systems x i ~ n c e .  It doe-s 
not concern itself with specifying the dixtinction between social systems and cultural sys- 
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terns, for instance. Th i s  does not mean, of course, thzt general systems theory or sys- 
tems science may not be useful in a particular study. In fact, systems w,alysis need have 
nothing wl~atsoever to do with any system other than the system defined by the activity 
itself, made up of the things, concepts, and relationships invdved in  the investigation. 
Second, modeling is not systems analysis. A system analysis is an attempt to 
discern and answer questions of' importance in the choice of a decision or policy; a model 
is merely a useful device in obtaining answers to such questions 
Further, systems analysis is not research for knowledge alone, nor is it causal 
analysis, concerned with discovering the nature and causes of social or environmental 
problems or the explanations of behavior, although such research may be necessary to a 
systems study. Systems analysis, in contrast, is concerned with analyzing and resolving 
issues arising in specific institutional contexts. Systems analysis thus is often a bridge 
between decision makers and the research community. T h e  latter, for example, may be 
investigating the effects of economic incentives on work behavior, and a systems analyst, 
helping decision makers design an income maintenance progam, may use this research 
and thus make it known to policy makers, 
Finally, systems analysis is not a branch of applied mathematics-constrained 
optimization-or a branch of logic-the pure logic of choice-nor does it claim to be ident- 
ical with what is mm~times called rational decision malung or rational problem solving, 
although the differences may not always be apparent. 
The term systems analysis, unfartunately, has several other interpretations. 
Although the words "systems" and "analysis" are clea-ly defined &id have about the 
san-re meaning in ali languages, when put together to form "systerns analysis," uniformity 
disappears. Many scientists interpret systems analysis as the analysis of systems-an at- 
tempt to explain the behavior of complex systems, that is, as  the act or process of study- 
ing a system (as a business, a manufacturing plant, a telephone netwnrk, or a. physiolngical 
function) in order to define its purposes and discover how it works. For others it means 
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general systems theory or systems science. For still others who read the help-wanted 
pages of American newspapers, it refers to the activity of a high-grade computer special- 
ist. A few even define systems andysis as "systematic" andysis; it is hard, howevei-, to 
thi~ik of any uidysis as beitig other tha~i  systematic. Also in certain fieids, suih as busi- 
ness or psychology, syaems analysis has even more specializea meanings. M o a  common- 
ly, however, for IiASA and the policy research community, systems analysls is interpret- 
ed as a guide to decision: a study carried out to bring about a better outcome than 
would have occurred without ic. 
7. APPLICATlONS 
Systems analysis has been applied with varying success to a wide spectrum of 
problems, both in type and area We  have systems analyses in the field of education that 
range from efforts to increase efficiency in the use of space by using computer programs 
to allocate classrooms for school activities to analyses of educational objectives; in the 
area of environmental protection from setting the length of the salmon fishing season to 
designing a wildlife impact reporting system or to choosing among alternative methods of 
controlling pollution. In concept, it can be applied to any area in which decisions are 
made or policy set, although, of course, there ma.y be situations where another approach 
might be more appropriate- T n  name a few areas in addition tn those cited earlier, but 
confining ourselves to a few of the studies xsociated with IL4SA. we have: Schmidt and 
Carter's work 017 world fcod prcductisn 211, Albego7:'s rcpsrt c:: regional de1;c!opmcn: 
[ 11, Rogers's work on population inovemeilt [ 191, Sirobel's trzispor Lation walyses :221, 
von Winterfeldt's inquiries about po!iutioti i24j, Eeck's itivestigation or' water rejirutces 
131, and Gibbs's work on heaith-care systems [7]. 
Systems analysis can be put to many uses; routine (optimizing a system for as- 
~ i ~ n i n ~ ' ~ o l i c e  patrols) or nonroatine (wnrking oat the main featl-]re of a hn~using mainte- 
nance plan). It  can be used to raise questions about, and explnre the consistency among, 
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objectives of different programs (whether a petroleum company shou!d look to further 
profits from an increase in exploration or from diversifying into other are= besidzs 
petroleum). It  can point out directions for seekirig new knowledge (the use of sol- aK sncr- 
gy, for instance) and ilijcover new uses for old products (the dciditiun of chemicals to wit- 
ter to decrease friction through fire hoses). Systems analysis provides this help by bring- 
ing knowledge, methods, ideas, and procedures from the academic, scientific, and 
research communities to bear on problems faced by business, industrial, and political de- 
cision makers  
Systems analysis often works well with budgetary decisions. T h e  first studies 
to which the name was applied were military cost-effectiveness analyses. T h a t  is, they 
were studies that sought to determine a course of action that, for a fixed budget, would 
most nearly achieve some desired objective, or, conversely, the alternative that would 
achieve a given goal for the least cost. Budgetary decisions typically involve choices 
among good things; the problem is to find out which are better. Actually, a good many 
questions, both public and private, that require analytic help are of this type-say, for ex- 
ample, those involved in an attempt by a city fire department to provide an improved 
level of protection within its budget. Such questions may require for their answer little 
more than careful da ta  collection and the skillfu! application of standard techniques from 
operations research and economics. These questions typically arise from the desire to in- 
crease efficiency in a situation where it is clear whzt efficiency rnezns. T h e  situation 
often can be made to fit a well-known model such as l i ~ e a r  programming cr queue i~g  
theory and a near-optimal soluiion obtained by means of a systsmatic computationd rou- 
tine. 
Systems analysis has been most successful in helping with issues in which sci- 
ence and engneering dominate, as, for example, in many industrial and military applica- 
tions. Here the prnblpm has ~~sl-~ally dealt with a cclmpletely man-madp and directed 
enterprise-a manufacturing process, a weapon system, a railroad network-something 
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that was, or can be, designed with a clear purpose in mind and has a structure that fol- 
laws known laws of engineering, physical scie~ce, and economics. Autho:ity is clear-cut 
and cooperative, ordinwily believing that analysis can help rzther than hinder the siiiia- 
tion, and the u~iderlyirig design cari be discuvered arid modeied. 
In contrast, when political, organizational, and social factors dominate, as they 
do in most public problems, as, for example, in designing a welfare system or in setting 
standards for pollution control or in defining an urban renewal policy, goals may be ob- 
scure and conflicting and authority diffuse and overlapping, with no confidence that 
analysis can help with the solution. Daikey [51 suggests that, because the underlying 
structure may have grown without conscious design, to discover the underlying model 
may require the same sort of profound digging that is required to determine something 
like the role of hormones in regulating body functions. 
In addition, efficiency and effectiveness may have no clear meaning in such 
problems, questions of equity, and "who benefits" and "who pays" may be more critical to 
the acceptance of a proposed solution than any question of which policy generates the 
greater surplus of benefits over costs The  difficulties of deciding what ought to be done 
are likely to dwarf those of finding out how to do  it. Nevertheless, systems analysis has 
helped here, even though it may not have offered a complete solution, by providing in- 
formation, by isolating alternatives, and by yielding insights that have enabled decision 
makers to intuit better solutions Systems analysis of this latter type is now being cz!led 
pc!icy analysis, particu1a:ly in the United States, partly to avoid confusion with the nar- 
row ~f f i ce  manzgemsnt and ccjnputer uses of the term systems aiiaiysis. 
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8. T H E  V A L U E  OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
T h e  purpose of systems analysis, as stated earlier, is to help (and possibly to 
influence) a decision milker to choose a better coutse uf action in a particular problelr~ si- 
tuation than he might otherwise be able to select. But, to be useful, the analysis does not 
have to provide him with a complete prescription as to what he should do in every con- 
ceivable contingency that might ensue. In truth, it cannot; the uncertainties are usually 
such that, while the analyst may aim to produce facts and proofs, the results are merely 
evidence and arguments. But analysis can almost always eliminate the really bad alter- 
natives, leaving the decision maker a choice from among the relatively good ones 
Assistance to a decision maker can take a number of forms. For him, to de- 
cide is not enough; decisions must be accepted by other decision makers (a group that 
often includes those who must change as a consequence of the decision), and then be car- 
ried out. Systems analysis can help with both acceptance and implementation. 
So far in the history of their subject, systems analysts have mostly limited 
their help to decision makers and the public by trying to see that better actions are taken 
by discovering what these better actions might be, but sometimes, unfortunately, with 
"better" defined solely according to the analysts' standa.rds; they have seldom tried to 
help by marshal!ing arguments and using systems analysis as a tool of a d v ~ a c y  for the 
better actions However, some of the most significant uses of systems analysis may be ob- 
scured if we regard it simply zs a means of producing information for the intellectual 
task of problem solving. Certzinly, this is its most important function, but, particularly in 
the political arena, problem solving requires niure than dixuvery uf a good solution; it 
requires winning acceptance for this solution and seeing that its effect is not nullified 
during the implementation process. Systems analysis can be used to convert perceived 
problems into political issues, to 1egiti.mize decisions, and to assemble support fnx proposed 
act ions. 
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Analysis befcre a decision, even though i: is almost never adequate to 
prescribe the decision, has a number of virtues. .4mong other things, it: 
o Introduces a certain m~oun t  of ubjectivity into a subjective process; 
o Can take uncertainty into account explicitly; 
o Considers speclfic Issues In larger contexts and determ~nes interactions and 
side effects; 
o Tends to shift debate from means to consequences; 
o May reveal unanticipated consequences of policies and actions; 
o Evaluates and compares alternatives in a consistent and systematic way; 
o May provide insight into issues and suggest better alternatives; 
o Reveals some of the linkages between objectives and feasible results. 
Analysis has a certain authority. A s  Harvey Brooks [41 puts it: 
T h e  usefulness of systems analysis depends on the fzct 
that its concIusions purport to be based on a . ~ t  of neutral princi- 
ples that command a wider consensus than tho= conclusions them- 
selves would be likely to command without a demonstration that 
they are logically deducible from such principles. In this sense, 
policy or systems analyses perform a function with respect to 
political-technological decisions similar to that performed by a 
judicial process with respect to conflicts between individuals A 
court decision is accepted by the disputing parties largely because 
It is based on a set of rules both parties accept applied through a 
procedure which both parties are prepared, before knowing its 
outcome, to accept as unbiased. 
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This  authority can bc put to many g ~ o d  uses. However, it must &so be ad- 
mitted that there are potentid ways to misuse systems analysis as well. For iiisiailce, in 
aclditiun to what the analyst may be told is the purpose, a decision 11-19er may comi1-1is- 
sion a study to provide himself with an "expert" facade for promoting his preconceived 
ideas or policies, an excuse for inaction and delay, or a shield for his actions that is hard 
to penetrate or challenge without rival analysis. Too, systems analysis may be misunder- 
stood or produce misleading information, for example, by implying unwarranted degrees 
of confidence in oversimplified or partial results, or overemphasizing the readily treated 
(but often less important) quantitative aspects of problems while neglecting other attri- 
butes and values that are difficult to quantify and thus can be treated only by judgment. 
Canons of good practice enjoin the analyst from such misuses, as discussed in Chapter 
10. 
O n  the other hand, systems analysis for an organization or a society, done 
properly and properly understood and acted upon, caii, in the opinion of most of those 
who had some experience with it, bring the following beneficial consequences 
o Policies and actions that may more effectively (andlor efficiently) achieve 
the decision makers' desired objectives, with few undesira.ble side effects; 
o Explicit consideration d assumptions, ~~ncer ta in t l~s ,  costs, cnnxquences, 
spillovers, etc.: 
o An objective f:arnework arid common base for pa:t of the politics! process, 
a separation and clarificatioil of objective components; 
o Improved understanding uf the issues and hence betiei; "it~tuitiof~~" ui-I the 
part of the decision makers; 
o A lo$cal framework for considering and setting policy goals; 
o lrnproved m a n a ~ r i a l  capabilities fnr planning and administratinn; 
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o A better means-economic, political, organizational, technological-for setting 
and effecting national and regional objectives; 
o New options, new goals,and new horizons that expaid people's percepiioiis of 
what might be and that offer them the chance of improving their lives 
There are also adverse features that may follow from dependence on analytic 
methods. T o  minimize them, specific consideration must be given in systems analysis to 
the possibility that they may occur. Here are examples: 
o Delays in making decisions; 
o Increased centralization and concentration of decision making in top-level 
staff; 
o Increased dependence on complex processes (for example, computerized in- 
formation systems) that require continuing attention by expensive talent in order to work 
well; 
o Elimination of inefficiency and redundancy that, while costly, may have 
served to meet unexpected contingencies, resulting in greater dependence on processes 
and policies that, while finely tuned to specific situations, may not be robust or reliable 
under changing or "dirty" conditions 
However,adverse consequences of these types are results of defective analysis 
or of the improper use of analysis-and good analysts will see to it that such pitfalls are 
avoided. If, for instance, redundancy in a system is cf value in spite of its additional 
cost, the analysis, when done properly, should show this to be the case. 
Systems a-I dysis like evely other hum an endeavor, has its lin-~itiiLions. One 
of these is that it is of necessity incomplete; time, money. and other costs place severe 
limitations on how thoroughly any topic can be studied, but even without such restric- 
tions, the analysis is incomplete. It simply cannot treat all considerations that may he 
relevant. Problems tend to proliferate, as mentioned earlier, and, to quote ES .  Quade 
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[18], an experienced systems analyst, there is no "s tqe  at vrhich vre know all there is to 
know. We may stop because the return far effort is becoming vanishLqgly smd!, but 
there still will remain research that could be done." 
S i i~ i e  systeii~s atiaiysts are huri~a-I, a - ~ d  since sciet-rce presetits us at test with 
only partial knowledge of the world's phenomena, it is too much to expect that systems 
analysis can make recommendations that are rigdly objective,totaliy free from arb~trary 
judgment, and completely based on science, even about issues that are scientific in char- 
acter. Faced with the problem of giving advice about such things as the effects on stra- 
tospheric oxygen of the nitric oxide in the exhaust of supersonic transports, or the health 
hazards of low-level radiation, or the risk of failure of the emergency core-cooling sys- 
tem of a reactor, systems analysis is not in a position to provide unambiguous answers. 
This is due in part the failures of today's science. But consider environmental stan- 
dards. They have significant distributional aspects, for they affect people in different lo- 
cations and walks of life in different ways, and questions of distributional equity cannot 
be settled on purely scientific principles 
Since it is the nature of systems analysis to explore the difficult problems on 
the frontiers of our understanding of the workings of sociotechnical systems, the history 
of the subject (as Chapter 2 brings out) has been strewn with difficulties, a.nd fa.ilures 
have occurred as well as successes. Thus, systems ma!ysis is nnt withnut its critics; they 
say that it is too complicated, that aialysts are more interested i n  research than in so!v- 
ing r e d  world i;roS!ems, that there is too much emphxis on cost, that it is waste of mo- 
ney. Undoubtedly the remits have sometimes been unusable and mis:eading; Hoos : 131 
cites a riun-iber of exarr~ples More furrdat-i~en'iai criticislr~s have been expressed i ~ y  Drvi 
[61, Majone 1171, Tribe [231, and Lynn [161. Tribe's criticisms, as stated in Rowen [20i 
are that policy analysls (systems analysis in our terms): 
( I )  Concentrates on tangible, quantifiable factnrs and ignnres nr d~preciates 
the importance of intangible, unquantifiable ones; 
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(2) Leaves cut of condderztion altogether certain "fragile" values-e-g., eco!q- 
ical or aesthetic concerns, 
(3) Focilses on results arid, in iis search for cornrnoti measures, ignores birth 
the processes by which preferences and decisions are formed and significant quaiitative 
differences among outcomes; 
(4j Tends to operate within limits set by the interests and values of the 
clients; 
(5) In the effort to be objective, employs deceptively neutral and detached 
language in dealing with intensely moral issues; 
(6) Artificially separates facts from values; and 
(7) Tends to overlook distributional objectives in favor of efficiency objec- 
tives. 
However, these criticisms of some cases of past practice must not be viewed 
as intrinsics of systems analysis; rather, they are pitfalls to be avoided in practicing the 
art of systems analysis, as Chapter 10 points out. 
There are, of course, other means than systems analysis for helping a decision 
maker. 
T h e  policy adviwr is the traditional source nf advice. HP may be a general- 
ist experie~ced in political matters or a specialist, an expert in economics, physics, miolo- 
gy, or mother field. Such advisors are often we!l informed on the issues and the decision 
makers' preferences, but unless their assumptions and chain of Icgic are made explicit so 
that others can use ihe information and reasoning to furm their own considered opitiiuti, 
biases and omissions may go undetected. T h e  opinion of the advisor can, in fact, be very 
helpful, particularly if it results fiom a carefully reasoned and impartial examination of 
the problem situation with due allowance for the costs and risks. In other words, if he 
bases his advice on whatever analysis he can do with the resources and time available to 
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him, the advice is likely to be superior to whzt he m ~ h t  give based on intuitior! Acne. 
Howevcr, such an advisor is limited to what he can do by himself. 
Committees are a second alternative, in the belief that an advisor's 
knowledge aird wpiiiiljris are likely to be mure vaiuibie if ihey mli be joir-ted with the 
knowledge and opinions of other advisors and experts to reach a consensus. Unfor- 
tunately, the findings of many committees are obtained by bargaining rather ~ h a n  by 
reasoning, and, on a committee, personality and prestige often outrank l o ~ c .  
A third alternative is "muddling through," a sort of triai-and-error process in 
which naturally occurring feedback from what actually happens is supplemented by lim- 
ited analysis. Administrators and policy makers have long gone about making decisions 
in this way-using analysis on parts of their problem, taking remedial steps rather than 
innovative ones, moving away from ills rather than toward defmite objectives, seeking 
vague goals sequentially. 
The  argument that systems analysis, even though it may be incomplete, is to 
be preferred to the intuition of an expert, or to bargaining by a committee, is based on 
the belief that the results will be better, i-e., that the decision maker will prefer the 
results he gets from analysis to what he would have done without the analysis. W e  can- 
not prove that analysis will produce better results; sensible decisions are clearly possible 
without systems ma!ysis, fnr many have heen made. Alm, it is clear that the practice nf 
systems anzlysis Invdves a cost, %d the cost of anzlysis mzy be greater than the cost cf 
error. However, the lesscns of the history of systems analysis, and the mqfiitudes of the 
prob:erns the wijrid faces with it s~ciotechilical systeiils, argue that, prrperly carried out 
and suitabiy appiied, system: atialysis can make importani-evert esetitiai-ioniributiot-1s 
to solving these problems. 
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9. T H E  CRAFT O R  A R T  OF ANALYSIS 
The  difficulty in telling a would-be practitioner of systems analysis how to 
practice, as we try to do in this handbook, is that systems imalysis, like scieiitific research 
and engineering practice, is to a large extent a craft activity or even an art, in which a 
skilled person draws upon the knowledge and tools of many different sciences and tech- 
nologies to weave together a product responsive to the needs of the eventual users. Un- 
like much of engineering, the work of the systems analyst (and of the scientist as well) is 
guided and controlled by methods that are mainly informal, ad hoc, and tacit, rather 
than formal, public and explicit. It  is desirable for any presentation of the methods of 
systems analysis to make these guiding ideas as explicit as possible, but this may be im- 
possible to do in written form alone. Case studies that illustrate how an experienced 
analyst goes about his craft may help, but such studies are not easily formulated and are 
no substitute for on-the-job training in an art or craft. 
The  way to carry out a systems analysis of a given problem or issue cannot be 
described by an unquestioned set of rules. There is no set of steps for the analyst to fol- 
low by the numbers that will lead the decision makers without exception to the correct 
decision. The  primary decision-wh2.t action to take-is the responsibility of the decision 
makers. T h e  path to the primary decision, however, depends on what White [25] calls a 
host cf "secondary decisions" by the analyst, made more or less subjectiveiy, based on in- 
tuition and experience. These secondary decisions include the many simp!ifying assump- 
tions that must be made if a complex issue is to be made tractable: the choice of what 
aspects of the primary problem to leave out, the seieccioli of a1 aialytic approach, the ex- 
tent of the sensitivity testing. and many others. Proficiency in making these met hodolog- 
ical and procedurai decisions is the CRAFT or ART of systems analysis, as discussed at 
length in Chapter 10. 
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In systems analysis, artistry and craftmanship are  ncwhere more in demand 
than during model building. Often, in constructing a model, the sysiems analyst mzy 
find hin-self at the frontier of the state uf the art. He  thel-I may have tu rely heaviiy 01.1 
his judgment and intuition about whatever expertise may be available, rather than or! 
solid (nonexistentj theory. T h e  demands of probiems in the rea! world require that, even 
if the current state of science provides no theory, well-established or otherwise, of the 
phenomena to be dealt with, the analyst (as Helmer 1101 nates) "must nevertheless con- 
struct a model as best he can, where both the structure of the model and its numerical 
inputs have an ad hoc quality, representing merely the best insight and information that 
the analyst happens to have available. A s  further insights accrue and more experimen- 
tal data become available, the (systems) analyst has to be  prepared to discard his first 
model and replace it with an improved one. T h e  tentative procedure, dictated by prag- 
matic considerations, is thus essentially one of successive approximation." A good crafts- 
man makes this process converge to a useful model within the relevant time period. 
10. C O N C L U S I O N  
T h e  notion has been around f ~ r  a long time that numbers and logic ought, if 
not to rule the world, at least, to play a major role in that rule. Until  recent!^, however. 
only a few philosophers have had much faith that this might actually come to pass. For 
the rest of 3% quantitative scientific analysis adrnitted!~ had a place in engineering, and 
in science itself, but for determining decisions &id policy in the world of affairs, i: had 
very iin~iied applicaiioiis; T H A T  world would cuntitiue tu be guverried by traditiuri, 
judgment. intuition. Wisdom. insight, perseverance. and politics made our leaders great. 
not calculation. 
Systems analysis represents a considerable challenge to this latter point of 
view. It offers a way to bring scientists, including those in economics md the behavioral 
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disciplines, and their knowledge and methods, into domains where decisior?~ hzve beer! 
almo:t the exclusive prerogative of politicians, lawyers, and entreprer,ours. TG date sys- 
tems analysis has folind many applications, with resuits at least promibfig enough to gen- 
erate considerabie ciamot. for mure-alt hough rrut without some critiiism. 
Systems analysis, as we have cried co make clear, is not a method or tech- 
nique; nor is it a fixed set oi techniques; but rather a cor?cept, or way of looking at a 
problem and bringing scientific knowledge and thought to bear on it. That  is, it is a way 
to investigate how to best aid a decision or policy maker faced with complex problems of 
choice under uncertainty, a practical philosophy for carrying out decision-oriented inter- 
disciplinary research, and a perspective on the proper use of the available tools. We 
have also in this chapter discussed the type of problem with which systems analysis can 
deal, given an idea of its value for policy makers and the public, and contrasted it with 
alternative sources of advice. 
What this chapter has N O T  done is provide advice on how to carry out a 
systems study, how to overcome or avoid the problems and difficulties so that desired 
outcomes are attained. Except for the more technical and mathematical tools, which are 
left for a later volume, this advice is contained in the remaining chapters of this volume. 
One more point sho~lld be made here. For succesq systems analysis requires 
not only a competent producer but also a knowledgeable and sophisticated consumer or 
user. T o  get fell benefit, the user needs to understand the character of policy-level 
research; he must, f ~ r  instance, understand that finding out what needs to be studied is a 
crucial part of the process d applying systems analysis to almost every problem. Conss- 
quently, the chapters that fulluw in this vuiuzne are written both for ihe producer and the 
user of systems analysis. 
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